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the beauty of change 

Great artists have always been innovators. They redefine beauty and change  
the way we see the world. The artful design of the patented Mosaic dispensing 
solution is leading the way into a new era of responsible luxury. Mosaic leads 

because it looks ahead, but overlooks nothing.
 

Understanding the value of branding, Mosaic allows for customization 
with your amenity brand or property. Championing elegance in doing more with 

less, Mosaic enables sustainability to be both stylish and economical.
 Celebrating both visual appeal and operational ease, Mosaic is  

designed to delight at every level, every day.
 

Mosaic…giving you the confidence to change.

www.mosaicdispenser.com                                               by  JRS  Ame ni t i e s



RETAIL BRANDS

BEEKMAN 1802
BORGHESE
CO BIGELOW
COMFORT ZONE
CULTI
DAVINES
DESERVING THYME
FIG AND YARROW
FIVE WITS
FRAGONARD
HUMAN & KIND
JUNE JACOBS
LATHER
MALIN + GOETZ
NEST
ONEKA
ORTIGIA
PHARMACOPIA
PINK DOOR
PORTICO
SKOAH
TOCCA
ZENTS
29 COSMETIC

ARTISAN BRANDS

AMANO
SENSES 
TULIV BY THE SEA
TULIV EVERY DAY

LOT I ON
LOTZ IONE



the power of brand

A brand is a promise, a pact between creator and consumer. 

Mosaic was conceived to honor and enhance this trust between discerning 
guests and luxury amenity products and properties.

We understand a proven luxury brand’s immense but subtle power to add 
value by engaging a guest’s heart and imagination.  

Such a brand strengthens confidence and deepens commitment. 

You can trust our artfully designed dispensers to protect  
and enhance the privileged position that your brand enjoys  

among guests who expect nothing less than the best.







the freedom of customization

Artful solutions recognize life is infinitely variable so they 
incorporate adaptability in both form and function.  

Designed in North America for the world, Mosaic was created  
to live within any luxury bathroom environment. 

Mosaic is exceptionally adaptable. We can customize Mosaic with 
a host of options for combining colors, textures or etching to match 

your brand or décor. This inherent flexibility allows us to fashion 
Mosaic to express any ambiance, whether your style is classic or 

rustic elegance, eco-chic, traditional, or contemporary.





the evolution of sustainable luxury

We are all responsible for the health of the environment in  
everything we do. Going green has become not only a way of life,  

but the preferred way of doing business. 

Luxury hotels and amenity brands led the way in setting the  
highest of standards. Mosaic is the first to provide an amenity 

dispensing solution delivering the style and sustainable performance 
that savvy travelers increasingly demand.

Mosaic enables your property and product to lead the  
evolution of sustainable luxury.



the economy of sustainability

Mosaic’s refillable dispensers make economic sense because they:
ENABLE SAVINGS OF UP TO 50 PERCENT OVER INDIVIDUALLY PACKAGED AMENITIES

ELIMINATE WASTE AND RECYCLING EXPENSES

REDUCE HOUSEKEEPING TIME, WHICH GENERATES SUBSTANTIAL SAVINGS

Mosaic does away with compromise. It elevates amenity dispensers to 
hospitality’s highest echelon while ushering a new era of responsible,  

affordable luxury. When you choose Mosaic you gain significant  
financial, environmental, and operational advantages. 

1 MOSAIC DISPENSER IN 10,000 BOUTIQUE HOTEL ROOMS

=
1.2 MILLION SMALL BOTTLES OUT OF A LANDFILL EACH YEAR



the ease of efficiency

Mosaic’s function is as beautiful as its form. Units are easy to install, 
lock, remove, refill, exchange and clean. And because housekeeping 

spends less time on stocking, ordering, replacing, and recycling 
single-use bottles and soaps, they have more time to focus on 

other tasks to enhance guest experience.

wall mount dispensers provide convenient in-shower delivery 

of shampoo, conditioner and body wash.



fluid indicator shows 

housekeeping, at a glance, when it’s 

time to replenish. Large capacity, 

easy-to-clean vessels usually need 

refilling only once or twice a month, 

depending on occupancy rates. 

vanity mount companion 

countertop dispensers keep hand 

wash and lotion within easy reach.

compact design saves space. 

Dimensions:  

5.1” x 2.2” x 5.3” 

12.9 cm x 5.8 cm x 13.4 cm

Capacity:   

19 oz.   570 ml

high visibility Mosaic’s large 

faceplate provides more than ample 

space for highlighting product name 

and information that guests can  

easily read.



easy removal collar serves as  

a handle for effortless removal. Vessel 

easily clicks in and out for exchange, 

refill or replacement.

quick refill large lid opening 

allows for an easy refill of the vessel.    

specialized security key 
fits into bottom of dispenser surround 

and releases vessel. 

tamper proof lock  
safeguards dispenser contents  

– and your guests’ experience. 



Vanity Mount companion countertop dispenser keeps 
hand wash and lotion within the same design family. 



Mosaic is brought to you by JRS Amenities. For 30+ years we have  
been an international leader in providing luxury amenity brands,  
environmentally friendly products, and innovative custom-designed  
solutions to the hospitality industry. We invite you to explore how Mosaic 
can create a unique point of difference for your property or brand.

J R S  A M E N I T I E S 
1488 Derwent Way, Delta BC V3M 6H9 CANADA

TELEPHONE: 1.604.244.7627
TOLL FREE (NORTH AMERICA): 1.800.281.7241 
info@mosaicdispenser.com 

www.mosaicdispenser.com
www.jrsamenities.com 
 

MOSAIC™ dispensing solution has been verified by Labtest Certification Inc. passing 
operational use, durability and environmental exposure tests.  Labtest Certification Inc. - 
an accredited Certification Body, is an independent third party testing laboratory.


